
St John Vianney Catholic Primary School  

Name: Jack Littlewood      Age 11        Campaign: Saving Money and Electricity Poster  

Brief Explanation of Campaign Materials:  

I promoted ways of saving electricity and water, whilst also saving money, in my poster. I used the 

government website: www.gov.uk  for the advice I used in making savings in school energy and 

water but these can be used at home too. If people follow the advice , it will have a positive impact 

on climate change by reducing emissions of carbon dioxide from energy use.  

 

My chosen issue:  

I chose the issue of saving energy through reductions in electricity and water because I feel 

passionate about limiting climate change to ensure that there is a world for everybody to enjoy in 

the future.  

Small changes we can make to save money and protect the environment:  

Small changes such as: upgrading existing heating systems; maintaining appliances to ensure that 

they last longer; educating people about the ways they can reduce their use of energy; turning off 

lights and electrical items when they are not needed, and ensuring that taps are turned off after use, 

will help to save money and protect our environment.  

 

If I was to win… 

If I won, I would ask my school to install a smart meter that pupils and staff could see so that 

everyone could witness the effects of turning off appliances and lights. Then, they would know that 

their efforts were worthwhile. I would spend my own prize voucher on something for my garden or 

allotment, perhaps bird houses or bird feeders.  

 



 



Turn off appliances when 

they are not in use. 

 Use systems such as 

heating properly.  

 Teach children about the                 

importance of saving electricity.  

Upgrade heating systems 

to maximise efficiency.  

Turn off lights when they 

are not needed.  

Consider renewable                

energy.  

Use water efficiently.  

Understand your bills.  
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